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HOUSING CRISIS: public lead

‘Smoking gun’
proof vultures
target clients

e
xclusive
by FERGHAL BLANEY

Political Correspondent

VULTURE funds are savaging
desperate borrowers because the
banks aren’t handing over crucial
loan details that would help protect
them.
The Irish Mirror has learnt families
and other mortgage holders who
have had their homes sold to the
vultures are at the mercy of the
predatory lenders – and the banks
have been found to be complicit in
the scandal.
The horrible collusion between

the banks and the vulture funds has worse, IMHO chief executive David
now been exposed for the first time Hall has revealed the banks
in a “smoking gun” letter received
routinely do not give any records,
by the Irish Mortgage Holders
which suits both banks and
Organisation on behalf of
vultures.
a client.
He explains this
It shows a vulture
means none of the
fund pointing out that
protections under the
they don’t have the
voluntary code of
details of any
conduct on mortgages
guarantees or
arrears need to be
protections on the
honoured by the new
mortgage they’ve
loan owners, the greedy
bought at a knockdown letterDavid Hall
vultures.
price.
More worryingly, they reveal they
don’t want any info either. Even

And the national expert on
troubled mortgage arrears cases
has shown the Irish Mirror a litany of

cases where the vultures have just
ignored the guidelines.
Finance Minister Paschal
Donohoe has always insisted
vultures funds always follow the
code.
But Mr Hall said the letter is the
first proof he has seen in his vast
experience where it shows the
vultures have no interest in
protecting the consumer.
A spokesman for the fund directly
involved in this case, Link Asset
Services, acting on behalf of
Promontoria Oyster was contacted
by phone and email for comment,
but no reply was received. Mr Hall

COMMENT
By LARISSA NOLAN

I

’LL be in the crowd of thousands at
the Raise The Roof rally for housing
in Dublin today.
I’ll be there with my son and his
best friend, who are city kids of the
crisis who have a far more sophisticated concept of its social destruction
than the shameful lot in Government.
They are part of a generation who
will have grown up sleeping on
couches in overcrowded, extortionate
accommodation, in hotels, in
grandparents’ houses, or in insecure,
unaffordable homes they’ll never call
their own.
Sadly, they are all too aware it is the
biggest social issue of our time. A day
will come when they will look back as
adults and say, ‘Can you imagine this
was allowed to happen?’
We know who engineered and
maintained it – our current leaders.
Who is allowing it? The same people
as always – those who turn a blind eye.
Some of the nicest people I know
put the housing crisis in inverted
commas. From their comfortable

The day will come
when people will
look back and say
‘Can you imagine
this was allowed
to happen?’
positions, they seem incapable of
seeing what is happening around
them. It’s time to wake up.
They’re self-satisfied enough to
convince themselves that those
caught up in it only have themselves
to blame.
As though most of us aren’t a
paycheck or two away from
catastrophe, should the rug be pulled
from under us.
They say things like: “But what’s the
Government to do? Wave a magic
wand and solve it?” Like we suddenly
went from no kids in hotels, to 4,000
of them being the new normal, by
accident and not design.
You might hear it dismissed as
being just about those who want “free
houses”. When half of the families
locked out of the housing market have
one person working and social houses
are not “free” at all, never were.
That theory doesn’t explain why

Our leaders have refused
to do what is right...let us
show politicians what is
important to real people
David Kitt, the Trinity graduate son of
a Minister and international musician,
who was forced, as many others like
him, to leave Ireland due to it.
Another classic: “Ah sure, it’s only
people who want to live in Dublin.”
Not realising this also means is: “Only

rich people deserve to live in Dublin.”
But what about those who have
always lived in the city, have laid down
roots there with schools and health
services and communities and then
found their rents doubled, effectively
evicting them, which was let happen

until recent legislation was brought in,
too late to stop the rot?
What if you, as a homeowner living
in, say, Co Louth, were told: “Sorry,
your mortgage is twice was it was. If
you don’t like it, go live somewhere
else.” Would that be fair? Then we hear

the justification: “Every capital city is
like that.”
But it’s not. It’s cheaper to live in
Geneva and parts of New York than
here. And at least you can actually find
accommodation there, and renting
isn’t an indignity like the Hunger
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backlash against fatcats

said: “This letter is the smoking gun.
This is the proof that vulture funds
have no intention of allowing
families stay in their homes.
“The eviction gun is loaded and it
is cocked.
Ireland is facing evictions on a
scale not seen since the postfamine clearances.
“Mr Donohoe has serious
questions to answer.
“He and his Department have
consistently defended vulture funds
to the point where they have been
accused of being vulture lovers.
“Now their argument has been
blown to smithereens by the very

vulture funds they have been
they are living in cloud cuckoo
defending. Is it the case that, once
land.”
again, the minister has been badly
A spokesman for Mr Donohoe,
advised
who is also Minister for Public
“The Central Bank and
Expenditure, said: “The
the regulatory
front page of the letter
authorities also have
that you have sent on
questions to answer.
to the Department is a
“They should come
subject data request to
out and tell us what
Promontoria Oyster
they know and perhaps
DAC for personal data
more important
held on file for an
still what they don’t
individual under Article
rowPaschal Donohoe 15 of the GDPR.
know.
“As for vulture lovers this letter
“To link the contents of this letter
proves that whatever about cuckoo to the quotes you have forwarded to
funds, when it comes to vultures
the Department is misleading.

direct
action

Housing
demo in
central Dublin
last year

fears Peter
McVerry said
crisis is a
catastrophe

Games. Wages are much higher too. Here
we have gone from approximately 30,000
homes to rent nationwide at the start of
the decade to the lowest ever number of
just 2,700 to rent at the start of this year.
The average property in Dublin now is
above €2,000 a month. It means one in

five spend 40% of their income on rent,
with one in 10 handing over 60% and
others forking out 75%.
That means high rents are pushing
families into poverty. Half of renters say
the crisis has negatively impacted on
their mental and physical health.
It is now nationwide, with year-on-year
costs rising into double digits in Cork,
Limerick, Galway and Waterford. Any
Daft search of a town within a 50km
radius of Dublin will show up a handful,
or maybe just one overpriced property,
which will go to a friend of a friend.
No one is safe. Landlords are ignoring
rent pressure zone caps and an easy way
to get rid of one tenant to bring in another
at a higher rate is to say you’re selling up
or renovating.
As a result, families with small kids are
moving repeatedly at great upheaval,
stress and ripping of the social fabric.
The simple solution to all this, if the
Government was not ideologically
opposed to it, is build social housing.
With social housing farmed out to the
private sector in the form of HAP, the
rental market is flooded, meaning the
squeezed middle shoulder the burden.
HAP suits the State as it guarantees
rents remain high and half the money
comes back on tax, but it’s no quality of
life for families and costs €300million last
year that would have been better spent
on building homes.

F

urther adding to demand outstripping supply are also those who
want to buy a house – much
cheaper than renting – but can’t,
because they’re paying so much rent, they
can’t afford to save for a deposit.
At least not those of us who don’t have
access to Leo Varadkar’s “Bank of Mum
and Dad” he seems to think we all have
at our disposal. All this while cuckoo
funds paying little or no tax push out
families and IRES Reit, Ireland’s largest
private landlord, doubles its profits in six
months, gorging on others’ torment.
Veteran campaigner Peter McVerry
said this housing crisis is causing distress
to half a million people and is on course
to become a “catastrophe”.
Children’s Ombudsman Niall Muldoon
said children are not sufficiently
considered in housing policy: “Their
needs are secondary, their views absent.”
The UN Special Rapporteur on the
Right To Housing, Leilani Farha, has
ruled: “Ireland is acting contrary to its
international human rights obligations as
it has disconnected social housing from
its core social purpose of providing
people with a place to live in with security
and dignity.”
Our leaders are refusing to do what’s
right. Let the record show we fought to
make them. Show politicians what’s
important to people. Let’s Raise The Roof.

“It would be inappropriate for the
Minister for Finance or the
Department to comment on the
specifics of any case.”
The spokesman then provided
the Irish Mirror with a bullet
point list of what he said the
minister has done to help
families struggling in mortgage
arrears.
It includes the establishment by
Mr Donohoe and the Government of
the Insolvency Service of Ireland,
the Personal Insolvency
Practitioners scheme and Abhaile,
State supports for those in
mortgage arrears.
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COMMENT
By LARISSA NOLAN

popular Westlife are back

Westlife set
to play two
extra shows
By ailbhe daly

EXTRA tickets for
Westlife’s Croke Park
shows are expected to be
snapped up when they go
on sale next week.
The Swear It Again
hitmakers will play the
Dublin venue on Friday,
July 5 and Saturday 6.
The first round of tickets
were snapped up when
they went on sale last
October.
The band will perform
new songs including Hello
My Love, along with their
14 No1 hits including
World Of Our Own,
Uptown Girl and When
You’re Looking Like That.
These latest shows will
be Westlife’s first in the
Republic since they played
Croker in June 2012.
Tickets from Ticketmaster go on sale on
Tuesday at 9am.

on time Cork Airport

Cork Airport
soars to top
punctuality
By mirror reporter

CORK is right on time to
be revealed as Ireland’s
most punctual airport.
Global aviation analysts
OAG revealed the hub
topped the league for
international airports with
an on-time performance of
80.2%.
Ireland’s second busiest
and best connected
international airport, saw
growth of 4% last year,
serving 2.4 million passengers.
Its managing director
Niall MacCarthy said: “It is
important we maintain the
key aspects of what our
passengers loved – ease of
access, customer service,
minimal wait times, and of
course, our punctuality.
“Topping the punctuality league is a testament
to the extensive work by
the team at Cork Airport.”

I

f you want a picture of the future,
“imagine a boot stamping on a
human face”.
So wrote George Orwell in 1984, his
terrifying novel set in an authoritarian
world where even thinking the wrong
thing is a crime.
In 1984, it’s not enough for your speech
and actions to be controlled – your
thoughts must be too.
It’s an offence called “crimethink” and
is punishable by persecution and torture.
The knee-jerk outrage over Liam
Neeson’s controversial remarks on rape
revenge show we have now entered
an era not unlike Orwell’s imagined
dystopia.
Neeson spoke out about bad feelings
he regretted having 40 years ago – and
got a boot in the face for his honesty.
It seems now even truth itself must be
sanitised to suit the modern-day Thought
Police.
We are living in a hypocritical society
that has lost its reason, pretending to
stand for compassion and humanity,
when it is judgmental, intolerant,
unforgiving and misanthropic.
Where context, nuance and basic
understanding are shoved aside in the
rush to be the most sanctimonious, the
most self-righteous of all.
What Neeson said is a shocking and
appalling admission. Foolishly using
painful, inflammatory language, he
revealed how he went out on the streets
with a cosh looking for a “black b*****d”
to kill when a friend was raped.
He told the story in an interview about
his latest movie Cold Pursuit, in which
his character seeks revenge when his son
is murdered by a drug gang.
It was a wicked thing to do; wrong,
racist and violent – exactly what the
actor said it was.
He was highlighting the evils of what
he called “primal hatred” and admitted
he was so shocked by his own horrible
feelings that he sought help afterwards.
In doing so, he exposed a terrible truth:
that racial bias exists, no matter how
perfect we’ve convinced ourselves we are
– and the only way to challenge it is to
bring it out into the light.
He said: “We need to be open about
these things – we all pretend we’re politically correct. Sometimes you scratch the
surface and discover racism and bigotry.
It’s an uncomfortable conversation,
but vital for progress. Sociologists and
psychologists agree, saying we are all
prejudiced on some level.
Their advice on how to challenge it is
to admit it – confess it – and try to figure
out where it came from.
x-soccer star John Barnes, who endured his share of racist abuse,
said: “We are all unconscious racists. He’s ashamed and horrified at
what he thought. We have people doing
it and keeping it quiet… but as long as
you don’t admit it, then everything is OK.”
Neeson also raised an important point
about empathy.
The ability to share the feelings of
another is a fantastic quality and makes
us caring and loving towards others, but
it is also a powerful emotion that can be
dangerous when taken too far.
Psychologists have described it as “a
force driving bad decisions” and cautions
good moral judgment usually involves
putting our empathy aside.
But instead of being commended for

E

Instead of being
commended for
tackling a complex
socio-political issue,
he was demonised
and shamed. How
is this progressive?
Support for Liam, 66, after global backlash
over shocking admission in movie interview

– admittedly awkwardly – tackling a
complex socio-political issue, he was
demonised and shamed.
How is this progressive?
The message it gives is: if you think
something, it means you are a bad person
– a deeply unhealthy mindset linked to
some of the most distressing mental
health conditions and literally the
opposite of what any good therapist will
tell you.
It teaches there is no point in changing,
because you will be vilified regardless,

with no chance of forgiveness. Its lesson
is you must bury all emotions and fear
revealing them in case of censure – a
deeply harmful environment, more
familiar to us as the worst ideology of
religious institutions.
You must not admit to ever thinking
an immoral thought. Instead, like in
Orwell’s 1984, you should engage in
“crimestop” – immediately
purging dangerous thoughts
from the mind, instead of questioning them, finding their

support
John Barnes
backed
Neeson
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WRONG IN NEESON RACE STORM
vengeance

Neeson’s latest film is Cold Pursuit

He shouldn’t
be using that
language
but he did
say he was
ashamed
john banville
AUTHOR

box office

Actor in hugely successful Taken films

NOVELIST
John
Banville

contrite
Neeson on US
TV to explain
his thoughts

hounded

Liam Neeson in New York this week

root and resolving them. It’s an
ignorant mentality that forgets we are
all human – or that, as philosopher
and writer Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
puts it: “The dividing line between
good and evil cuts through every
human heart.”
It’s not comfortable hearing how
someone as seemingly normal
as Liam Neeson had such
shocking thoughts – but it’s
better than not hearing it.
It’s the good people who

come out with sincere confessions,
not the bad. The reaction to Neeson
has been as though he actually
admitted to murder – not just had
murderous thoughts.
ho are these people, standing in judgment, who have
never thought a bad thing
in their life? Are they the
most perfect humans ever created?
So full of compassion for one group,
but zero tolerance for Neeson - a man
who has had his fair share of injustice

W

in his life – confessing to sinful
emotions and shameful actions and
trying to figure out why? Author John
Banville got it right when he talked of
being frightened by “the new
puritanism stalking the world”.
“We all have primitive urges,” said
Banville, on Neeson, who will star in
the film of his book The Black-Eyed
Blonde.
He added: “He shouldn’t be using
language like that. But he said he was
ashamed to have the urge to kill

someone at random. We all have. It
seems to me people are not reading
what the man said, ‘I had this urge. I
shouldn’t have done it. I am ashamed’.”
So far – for simply telling a terrible
truth – Liam Neeson has been the
target of the mob’s pathological
obsession of taking people down,
vaporising them, with calls for his new
film to be boycotted and pushes for
Hollywood to cast him out.
At 66, they want this to ruin him,
destroy his career and his reputation.

Although he showed deep remorse
and regret while telling the story, he
was condemned for not apologising
for telling it. It’s actually deranged.
What do they want? What do they
think is a suitable punishment for
thinking a bad thought back in 1979?
Hanging in the public square?
Crucifixion?
Some of those lambasting Liam
Neeson are the kind who would come
along for the show.
news@irishmirror.ie
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May’s Plan
B is rehash
of Plan A

ANYONE hoping for a Brexit breakthrough
from Theresa May’s speech to the House
of Commons was sadly disappointed.
Her so-called Plan B turned out to be a
rehash of the Plan A which was roundly
rejected by a majority of 230 votes last week.
Despite having no new ideas to extricate the
British government from the mess, there was
strangely little criticism from the Opposition.
This is down to the fact the Labour Party is
just as bereft of ideas when it comes to Brexit
as the Tories.
Jeremy Corbyn was spot on when he claimed
Mrs May’s Plan B was “groundhog day”.
On the other hand the Prime Minister’s
commitment to preventing a hard border after
Brexit and her continued support for the Good
Friday Agreement will be welcomed on this
side of the Irish Sea.
Mrs May’s announcement to scrap the £65
fee for EU citizens to stay in the UK after the
withdrawal was also a positive move.
But the fact remains the British government
has still no clear plan on how to exit or how to
prevent the return of checks on the frontier.
It is extremely unlikely the EU will grant any
further concessions leading many observers to
believe the Prime Minister is playing for time.
As the deadline of March 29 looms she may
be hoping MPs will vote for her Withdrawal
Agreement rather than be held responsible for
the disastrous consequences of a no-deal.

Fine deterrent
for sex buyers
THE conviction of a man who was charged
for paying for sex at a Dublin brothel is a
sign authorities are finally taking action
against pimps and human traffickers.
While he only had to pay €200 it is a first and
it sends out a clear message prostitution and
the exploitation of women will not be tolerated.
As Ruhama has pointed out, sex buyers have
been operating with near impunity in this
country and it is hoped this conviction will act
as a warning to others.
Those convicted of this crime must always
be named and shamed in open court which
would act as a greater deterrent than any fine.

Skinny Cooke
THE pounds are falling off Fred Cooke
since entering Dancing With The Stars.
So forget any fad diets, shaking your booty
on the dancefloor seems to be the way to go to
slim down.
Weigh to go Fred.

CAMPAIGN TO END SHAME
A new campaign aimed at
tackling the trauma endured
by children of heavy drinkers
was launched last week.

Alcohol Action Ireland’s “Silent
Voices” hopes to end the ongoing
cycle of harmful boozing.
Here, Irish Mirror journalist
Larissa Nolan reveals what it was
like growing up with an alcoholic
father.

W

hen you grow up with
an alcoholic parent,
chaos is your childhood reality.
The recognition that what was
“normal” to you was in fact
completely abnormal only comes
gradually, and probably not fully
until you’re an adult yourself.
You learn at a young age the
need to quickly assess a multiple
personality. Which face am I
dealing with today?
Is it the kind, charming and
loving father, or is it the frightening, unpredictable drunk liable
to flick from messy to mean?
Or perhaps worst of all, is it the
desperately sad and sorry person
behind it all, full of guilt and
shame, self-pity and self-loathing?
You learn to park your own
emotions as the only way to
survive. But they’re all there,
veering from anger to empathy,
confusion to fear and shame to
pity. Anxiety and insecurity are
constants.
The knowledge this is a disease
– a physical and mental illness – is
not enough at low times to blur
the bottom line – your own parent
is choosing alcohol over you.

My torment
living with an
alcoholic dad
You learn at
a young age
the need to
quickly
assess a
multiple
personality

health
demons

Many people
can’t end their
booze habit

MESSAGE
It’s a message that plays over in
your mind, a pernicious erosion of
your self-worth.
Having to push your bed up
against the door is not a normal
nightly routine but it makes sense
when your father is on a bender
and could come home in the
mood for talking in the early
hours.
Being unable to sleep for
worrying about where he was and
imagining worst-case scenarios
should not be the reality for a
schoolchild.
Being woken by the noise of
someone falling in the door,
banging into walls, dropping
things. Waking up for school at
times and finding them passed out
on the couch.
Afraid to invite friends home in
case you’d be embarrassed.
Trying to hide from the stigma
and shame.
Car accidents, gardai at the
door, bank trouble, treatment
clinics, hospitals – always on alert
for the unexpected.
And I was one of the lucky ones
– I had a great mother who played
the role of both parents when
alcoholism had robbed the other.
Problem drinking is often associated with a lot worse – domestic
violence, abuse – and I am
thankful this was not the case in
my family. Many aren’t so fortunate. While we are all aware of
Ireland’s terrible problem with
alcohol and the toll it takes on all
the family, we don’t talk so much

Irish Mirror Journalist Larissa Nolan
about the full impact of it on the
children of alcoholic parents.
That’s why Alcohol Action
Ireland’s new initiative, Silent
Voices, is to be welcomed.
The campaign tackles the
trauma endured by children, a
“hidden harm” they say affects one
in six. The effects are lasting.
Psychology recognises Adult Children of Alcoholics as a specific
group. They have difficulties with
trust and relationships.
They judge themselves too
harshly and are too quick to
shoulder blame.
They have an over-developed
sense of responsibility that is

linked to both anxiety and depression. They are impulsive and
secretive. They can be forgiving of
bad behaviour towards them, to
a fault.
They have no idea what normal
drinking is and so are vulnerable
to problem boozing themselves,
or choosing a partner who is an
alcoholic, as it is so familiar,
thereby repeating the pattern.
I’m acutely aware of how
difficult it is for those who are
addicted to conquer it.
It is not a lifestyle choice. To say
it is selfish is reductive, in the
same way as saying an eating
disorder is selfish or depression is

selfish. For me, the hardest thing
is carrying the knowledge my
father was so sad and sick in his
soul he lost everything to this – his
wife, his family, his business.
He wanted to break free from
the grip of alcohol more than
anyone else but he couldn’t do it.
In the end, it killed him.
It was a hard loss of a great
character with a big heart who
had star quality, brains, passion,
talent and a keen sense of social
justice, as well as fun.
Alcoholism did its best trying to
steamroll over all of that. But to
me he will always be daddy.
news@irishmirror.ie

